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1. The Jordan Valley can…………….sufficient food for Jordan. 
(production, produce , productive)

2. By some …………….s, the population in Jordan will reach 12 million soon. 
(calculate, calculation , calculated)

3. It is widely believed that new technology is going to ……… everything we do in our
life. (revolution, revolutionise, revolutional )

4. Farmers use …………. Fertilizers so that they can harvest their crops earlier. 
(artifice , artificial , artificially)

5. The fast ……….... of cities can cause social and economic problems. 
(expand, expansion, expandable )

6. Some people are ………….to penicillin. It is very important to tell your doctor.
(allergy, allergic, allergies)

7. Most of the clinics of the Ministry of Health…………….children against many dangerous
diseases. (inoculation, inoculate , inoculated)

8. One of the options to solve shortage of water is the…………..of sea water. 
(desalinate, desalination, desalinated)

9. Masdar City is the first ..............-created city in the world. (artificial, artificially, artific)

10. Ibn Hiayan is................supposed to be the father of Chemistry. 
(tradition, traditional, traditionally)

11. The construction of a new dam is hoped that it will..............the area. 
(irrigation , irrigate)

12. Al-Khwarizmi was a famous Arab.............. . (mathematics, mathematician, mathematical)

13. Unemployment, which is increasing year after year, needs a .........solution.
(viability, viable, viably)

14. Eating wisely and taking regular exercise is very ……………. method of keeping fit
and healthy. (rely, reliable , Reliance )

15. The clinic requires a medical ………….. to help doctors diagnose types of cancer
accurately. (scan, scanner, scanning )

16. In Japan, after-school courses are usually ……………..(option, optional, optionally)

17. Improvements in public health has resulted in increased life………… . 
(expect, expectancy, expectant )

18. There are certain foods that can strengthen your………….system. 
(immunize, immunization, immune )

19. Computer hackers can ………… your computer’s hard drive and steal your personal
information. (accessible , access, accessibly)

20. Our company has a …………to good quality and excellent customer service. 
(commit, commitment, committed)
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21. Many people use herbs as a……………..for various simple diseases. 
(remedial, remedially, remedy )

22. Scientists are cautiously ………. about finding an effective cure for cancer in the near
future. (optimism , optimistic, optimistically)

23. We should use the mass media extensively to…………….about the danger of
terrorism. (publicity, publicise, public )

24. I didn’t trust the man. Indeed, I was very…………about his intentions. 
(scepticism, sceptical, sceptically)

25. Salem is going to buy a new house after he has got a big………. . 
(inherit, inheritance, inherited)

26. ………….. medicine is a wide variety of health care practices that may be used
along with standard medical treatment. (complement, Complementary, complementation )

27. My grandfather was a very.................businessman. 
(succeed, success, successful, successfully )

28. With your talents and knowledge, you have a good potential
for................. (succeed, success, successful, successfully )

29. You won’t.................unless you work hard. (succeed, success, successful, successfully )

30. One of the engines failed, but the pilot landed the plane .................. .
(succeed, success, successful, successfully )

31. You can’t .................results before carrying out the experiment. 
(conclusion, conclude, Conclusive )

32. The detectives came to the.................that the criminal must have used a knife. 
(conclusion, conclude, Conclusive )

33. I think that you shouldn’t................. everything you read on the Internet. 
(belief, believe, believable, believablly)

34. There is a growing.................that the policies of the government won’t succeed.
(belief, believe, believable, believablly)

35. He has recently undergone.................to transplant a kidney. (surgeon, surgery, surgical)

36. We are looking for an experienced.................to stop the bleeding in the
child’s stomach. (surgeon, surgery, surgical)

37. The .................of this programme is for young graduates who don’t have work
experience. (intend, intention, intentional, intentionally)

38. What do you.................to do after leaving school? 
(intend, intention, intentional, intentionally)

39. It is recommended that you visit two or three doctors before the final................. is
made. (diagnose, diagnosis, diagnostic )
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1.produce 
2.calculation 
3.revolutionise
4.artificial 
5.expansion
6.allergic
7.inoculated
8.desalination
9.artificially
10.traditionally
11.irrigate
12.mathematician
13.viable
14.reliable
15.scanner
16.optional
17.expectancy
18.immune
19.access
20.commitment

21.remedy
22.optimistic
23.publicise 
24.sceptical
25.inheritance
26.Complementary
27.successful
28.success
29.succeed
30.successfully
31.conclude
32.conclusion
33.believe
34.belief
35.surgeon
36.surgery
37.intention
38.intend
39.diagnosis
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